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Abstract
This paper focuses on the infer-
ence of structural transfer rules for
shallow-transfer machine translation
(MT). Transfer rules are generated
from alignment templates, like those
used in statistical MT, that have
been extracted from parallel cor-
pora and extended with a set of re-
strictions that control their applica-
tion. The experiments conducted
using the open-source MT platform
Apertium show that there is a clear
improvement in translation quality
as compared to word-for-word trans-
lation (when no transfer rules are
used), and that the resulting transla-
tion quality is very close to the one
obtained using hand-coded transfer
rules. The method we present is
entirely unsupervised and bene¯ts
from information in the rest of mod-
ules of the MT system in which the
inferred rules are applied.
1 Introduction
The increasing availability of machine-
readable parallel corpora has given rise to the
development of corpus-based machine transla-
tion (MT) approaches such as statistical MT
(SMT) or example-based MT (EBMT). How-
ever, corpus-based approaches usually require
a very large parallel corpus (with tens of mil-
lions of words) that is not always available.
On the other hand, rule-based MT (RBMT)
attains high performance but at the expense
of the large e®ort needed to build the neces-
sary linguistic resources (Arnold, 2003) such
as structural transfer rules.
In this paper we focus on the automatic in-
ference of structural transfer rules from paral-
lel corpora, which are small compared to the
size of corpora commonly used to build SMT
or (some) EBMT systems. The approach we
present is tested on the shallow transfer MT
platform Apertium for which structural trans-
fer rules are generated.
Overview. In rule-based MT, transfer rules
are needed to perform syntactic and lexical
changes. The approach we present in this pa-
per to infer shallow-transfer MT rules is based
on the alignment templates approach (Och
and Ney, 2004) already used in SMT (see sec-
tion 3). An alignment template (AT) can
be de¯ned as a generalization performed over
aligned phrase1 pairs (or translation units) by
using word classes.
The method we present is entirely unsuper-
vised and needs, in addition to the linguistic
data used by the MT system in which the in-
ferred rules are used, only a (comparatively)
small parallel corpus and a ¯le de¯ning a re-
duced set of lexical categories usually involved
in lexical changes.
S¶anchez-Mart¶³nez and Ney (2006) use ATs
to infer shallow-transfer rules to be used in
1For the purpose of this paper, with phrase we
mean any sequence of consecutive words, not neces-
sarily whole syntactic constituents.
MT. The work reported in this paper can be
seen as a reformulation and improvement of
that work. S¶anchez-Mart¶³nez and Ney (2006)
use ad-hoc linguistic information, in addition
to that already present in the rest of mod-
ules of the MT system, to de¯ne the priorities
used to establish agreement restrictions. This
additional linguistic information is not neces-
sary here, as restrictions may be easily derived
from the bilingual dictionary using a general
approach.
Transfer rules are generated for use with
the open-source shallow-transfer MT platform
Apertium; however, the approach we present
is suitable for any other shallow-transfer-
based MT system. The generated transfer
rules (see section 2.1) are coded in a well-
de¯ned XML format, and can be edited by
human experts or even co-exist with hand-
crafted ones.
The method we present2 has been tested
with an Apertium-based MT system for the
Spanish{Catalan language pair; the experi-
mental results show that the use of AT-based
shallow-transfer rules drastically improves the
translation quality as compared to word-for-
word translation, i.e. when no transfer rules
are used, and is comparable to the quality
achieved when using handcrafted rules.
Background. There have been other at-
tempts to learn automatically or semi-
automatically the structural transformations
needed to produce correct translations into
the target language (TL). Those approaches
can be classi¯ed according to the translation
framework to which the learned rules are ap-
plied. On the one hand, some approaches
learn transfer rules to be used in rule-based
MT (Probst et al., 2002; Lavie et al., 2004).
Probst et al. (2002) and Lavie et al. (2004)
infer transfer rules for MT involving \minor"
languages (e.g. Quechua) with very limited
resources. To this end, a small parallel cor-
pus (of a few thousand sentences) is built with
the help of a small set of bilingual speakers of
2The method is implemented inside package
apertium-transfer-tools and, released under the
GNU GPL license, is freely available at http://sf.
net/projects/apertium.
the two languages. The parallel corpus is ob-
tained by translating a controlled corpus from
a \major" language (English or Spanish) to
a \minor" language by means of an elicita-
tion tool. This tool is also used to graphi-
cally annotate the word alignments between
the two sentences. Finally, hierarchical syn-
tactic rules, that can be seen as constituting
a context-free transfer grammar, are inferred
from the aligned parallel corpus.
On the other hand, in the EBMT frame-
work, some researchers deal with the prob-
lem of inferring the kinds of translation rules
called translation templates (Kaji et al., 1992;
Brown, 1999; Cicekli and GÄuvenir, 2001). A
translation template can be de¯ned as a bilin-
gual pair of sentences in which correspond-
ing units (words or phrases) are coupled and
replaced by variables. Liu and Zong (2004)
provide an interesting review of the di®erent
research works dealing with translation tem-
plates. Brown (1999) uses a parallel corpus
and some linguistic knowledge in the form
of equivalence classes (both syntactic and se-
mantic) to perform a generalization over the
bilingual examples collected. The method
works by replacing each word by its corre-
sponding equivalence class and then using a
set of grammar rules to replace patterns of
words and tokens by more general tokens. Ci-
cekli and GÄuvenir (2001) formulate the acqui-
sition of translation templates as a machine
learning problem, in which the translation
templates are learned from the di®erences and
similarities observed in a set of di®erent trans-
lation examples, using no morphological infor-
mation at all. Kaji et al. (1992) use a bilingual
dictionary and a syntactic parser to deter-
mine the correspondences between translation
units while learning the translation templates.
In any case, the translation templates used
in EBMT di®er from the approach presented
in this paper, ¯rstly because our approach
is largely based on part-of-speech and in°ec-
tion information, and the inferred transla-
tion rules are °atter, less structured and non-
hierarchical (because of this, they are suitable
for shallow-transfer MT); and secondly, be-
cause the way in which the transformations to
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Figure 1: Main modules of the Apertium shallow-
transfer MT platform (see section 2). The structural
transfer module is the one that applies the inferred
transfer rules.
apply are chosen (see section 5) di®ers from
those used in the EBMT framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: the next section overviews the open-
source shallow-transfer MT platform Aper-
tium used to test our approach; section 3
overviews the alignment templates (ATs) ap-
proach; section 4 explains how to extend the
ATs in order to use them to generate (sec-
tion 5) shallow-transfer rules to be used in
MT. Section 6 describes the experiments con-
ducted and the results achieved. Finally, in
section 7 we draw some conclusions and out-
line future work.
2 Overview of Apertium
Apertium3 (Armentano-Oller et al., 2006) is
an open-source platform for developing MT
systems, initially intended for related lan-
guage pairs. The ApertiumMT engine follows
a shallow transfer approach and may be seen
as an assembly line consisting of the following
main modules (see ¯gure 1):
² A morphological analyzer which tok-
enizes the source-language (SL) text in
surface forms and delivers, for each sur-
face form, one or more lexical forms con-
sisting of lemma, lexical category and
morphological in°ection information.
² A part-of-speech tagger which chooses,
using a ¯rst-order hidden Markov model
3The MT platform, documentation, and linguistic
data for di®erent language pairs can be freely down-
loaded from http://apertium.sf.net.
(HMM) (Cutting et al., 1992), one of
the lexical forms corresponding to an am-
biguous surface form.
² A lexical transfer module which reads
each SL lexical form and delivers the cor-
responding TL lexical form by looking it
up in a bilingual dictionary.
² A structural shallow transfer module
(parallel to the lexical transfer) which
uses a ¯nite-state chunker to detect pat-
terns of lexical forms which need to be
processed for word reorderings, agree-
ment, etc., and then performs these op-
erations. Note that this is the module
that applies the transfer rules generated
by the method presented here.
² A morphological generator which deliv-
ers a TL surface form for each TL lexical
form, by suitably in°ecting it.
² A post-generator which performs or-
thographic operations such as con-
tractions (e.g. Spanish de+el=del)
and apostrophations (e.g. Catalan
el+institut=l'institut).
Modules use text to communicate, which
makes it easy to diagnose or modify the be-
havior of the system.
2.1 Linguistic data and compilers
The Apertium MT engine is completely in-
dependent from the linguistic data used for
translating between a particular pair of lan-
guages.
Linguistic data is coded using XML-based
formats;4 this allows for interoperability, and
for easy data transformation and mainte-
nance. In particular, ¯les coding linguistic
data can be automatically generated by third-
party tools, as is the case of the method we
present.
Apertium provides compilers to convert the
linguistic data into the corresponding e±cient
4The XML (http://www.w3.org/XML/) formats for
each type of linguistic data are de¯ned through
conveniently-designed XML document-type de¯ni-
tions (DTDs) which may be found inside the apertium
package.
(binary) form used by each module of the en-
gine. Two main compilers are used: one for
the four lexical processing modules (morpho-
logical analyzer, lexical transfer, morpholog-
ical generator, and post-generator) and an-
other one for the structural transfer; both
generate ¯nite-state processors which make
Apertium capable of translating tens of thou-
sands of words per second in a current desktop
computer.
3 The alignment templates
approach
Alignment templates (ATs) (Och and Ney,
2004), initially used in SMT, perform a gen-
eralization over bilingual phrase pairs using
word classes instead of words. An AT z =
(Sm; Tn; A) consists of a sequence Sm of m
SL word classes, a sequence Tn of n TL word
classes, and a set of pairs A = f(i; j) : i 2
[1; n] ^ j 2 [1;m]g with the alignment infor-
mation between TL and SL word classes.
Learning a set of ATs from a parallel corpus
consists of:
1. the computation of the word alignments,
2. the extraction of bilingual phrase pairs,
and
3. the substitution of each word by its cor-
responding word class.
Word alignments. A variety of methods,
statistical (Och and Ney, 2003) or heuris-
tic (Caseli et al., 2005), may be used to
compute word alignments from a (sentence
aligned) parallel corpus. For our experiments
(section 6) we have used the open-source
GIZA++ toolkit5 in the following way. First,
standard GIZA++ training runs to estimate
translation models to translate from language
L1 to language L2, and vice versa. Then, from
the training corpus, Viterbi alignments6 A1
and A2 are obtained (one for each translation
5http://www.fjoch.com/GIZA++.html
6The Viterbi alignment between source and target
sentences is de¯ned as the alignment whose probability
is maximal under the translation models previously
estimated.
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Figure 2: Example of bilingual phrases extracted (see
section 3) for a given word-aligned Spanish{English
sentence pair in which the alignment information is
represented as a binary matrix. Each square corre-
sponds to a bilingual phrase.
direction) and symmetrized via the following
method (Och and Ney, 2003, p. 33):7
² ¯rst the intersection A = A1\A2 of both
alignments is computed, then
² the alignment A is iteratively extended
with alignments (i; j) 2 A1 or (i; j) 2 A2
if neither SL word wSj nor TL word wTi
has an alignment in A, or the following
two conditions hold:
1. One of the following (neighboring)
alignments (i¡1; j), (i+1; j), (i; j¡
1), (i; j + 1) is already in A.
2. The new alignment A[ f(i; j)g does
not contain any alignment with both
horizontal ((i ¡ 1; j), (i + 1; j)) and
vertical ((i; j ¡ 1), (i; j + 1)) neigh-
bors.
Bilingual phrase pairs. The extraction of
bilingual phrases (Och et al., 1999) is per-
formed by considering all possible pairs within
a certain length and ensuring that (see ¯g-
ure 2):
1. all words are consecutive, and
2. words within the bilingual phrase are not
aligned with words from outside.
7For easier understanding, think about the align-
ment information as a binary matrix (see ¯gure 2).
The set of bilingual phrases that are ex-
tracted from the word-aligned sentence pair
(wS1; : : : ; wSJ); (wT1; : : : ; wTI) can be for-
mally expressed as follows:
BP (wSJ1 ; wT
I
1; A) = f(wSj+mj ; wTi+ni ) :
8(i0; j0) 2 A : j · j0 · j +m,
i · i0 · i+ ng.
Generalization. The generalization is sim-
ply done by replacing each word by its corre-
sponding word class. The use of word classes
instead of the words themselves allows the
description of word reorderings, preposition
changes and other divergences between SL
and TL.
4 Alignment templates for
shallow-transfer machine
translation
Shallow-transfer MT is an special case of the
(indirect) rule-based transfer MT framework.
Shallow transfer rules simply detect patterns
of lexical forms and apply lexical and syntac-
tic changes to them. Therefore, a simple in-
termediate representation (IR) consisting of
lexical forms is used by the translation engine.
In order for the shallow-transfer MT system
to bene¯t from the AT approach the parallel
corpora must be in the same IR used by the
translation engine. To that end, the morpho-
logical analyzers and part-of-speech taggers of
the MT system in which the transfer rules will
be applied are used to analyze the parallel
corpus before computing the word alignments
(see section 3).
4.1 Word-class de¯nition
The transformations to apply are mainly
based on the part-of-speech of SL and TL
words; therefore, part-of-speech information
(including all in°ection information such as
gender, number or verb tense) is used to de-
¯ne the word class each word belongs to.
Using part-of-speech information to de¯ne
the set of word classes allows the method
to learn syntactic rules such as reordering
and agreement rules, and verb tense changes,
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Figure 3: Example of Spanish{Catalan bilingual
phrases (top), alignment template (bottom) obtained
when each word is replaced by its corresponding word
class, and TL restrictions (see section 4.2) for the
Spanish-to-Catalan translation. Words in bold face
correspond to lexicalized categories (see section 4.1).
Word classes in the horizontal axis correspond to the
SL (Spanish) and in the vertical axis to the TL (Cata-
lan). Alignment information is represented as a binary
matrix.
among others. However, in order to learn lex-
ical changes, such as preposition changes or
auxiliary verb usage, additional linguistic in-
formation, provided by an expert, is needed.
Lexicalized categories. A set of (lexical-
ized) categories usually involved in lexical
changes such as prepositions and auxiliary
verbs may be provided.8 For those words
whose part-of-speech is in that set of lexi-
calized categories (from now on, lexicalized
words) the lemma is also used when de¯ning
the word class they belong to. In this way,
lexicalized words are placed in single-word
classes. For example, if prepositions are con-
sidered lexicalized categories, words to and
for would be in di®erent word classes, even if
they have the same part-of-speech and in°ec-
tion information, while words book and house
would be in the same word class (noun, singu-
lar). Figure 3 shows an example of Spanish{
8Lexicalized categories are speci¯ed through a sim-
ple XML ¯le.
Catalan bilingual phrase and the generaliza-
tion performed when each word is replaced by
its corresponding word class; words in bold
face correspond to lexicalized categories. The
AT shown in ¯gure 3 generalizes, on the one
hand, the use of the auxiliary Catalan verb
anar to express the past (preterite) tense and,
on the other hand, the preposition change
when it refers to a place name, such as the
name of a city or a country.
4.2 Extending the de¯nition of
alignment template
In section 3 an alignment template (AT) was
de¯ned as a tuple z = (Sm; Tn; A) in which
only the alignment between SL and TL word
classes was considered. Here we extend the
de¯nition of AT to z = (Sm; Tn; A;R), where
a set of restrictions, R, over the TL in°ec-
tion information of non-lexicalized categories
is added.
TL Restrictions. When translating (see
next section), that is, when applying ATs, TL
in°ection information of non-lexicalized words
is taken from the corresponding TL word class
in the AT being applied, not from the bilin-
gual dictionary; because of this, restrictions
are needed in order to prevent an AT to be ap-
plied in certain conditions that would produce
an incorrect translation. For example, an AT
that changes the gender of a noun from mas-
culine to feminine (or vice versa) would pro-
duce an incorrect TL word if such a change is
not allowed for that noun. Restrictions refer
to TL in°ection information; therefore, they
are obtained for a given translation direction
and they change when translating the other
way round.
TL restrictions are obtained from the bilin-
gual dictionary. In Apertium bilingual dic-
tionaries, changes in in°ection information
are explicitly coded. The following two ex-
amples show, on the one hand, a Spanish{
Catalan bilingual entry and, on the other
hand, the restriction over the TL in°ection
information for the Spanish-to-Catalan trans-
lation derived for that bilingual entry:9
9Lemmas between <l> and </l> XML tags corre-
el
el
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Figure 4: Spanish{Catalan alignment template (AT)
and TL restrictions over the in°ection information for
the Spanish-to-Catalan translation (see section 4.2).
² Bilingual entry without any in°ection in-
formation change
<e><p>
<l>castigo<s n="noun"/></l>
<r>cµastig<s n="noun"/></r>
</p></e>
Restriction: w=noun.*
² Bilingual entry in which the gender
changes from feminine (Spanish) to mas-
culine (Catalan)
<e><p>
<l>calle<s n="noun"/>
<s n="f"/></l>
<r>carrer<s n="noun"/>
<s n="m"/></r>
</p></e>
Restriction: w=noun.m.*
As can be seen, restrictions provide the part-
of-speech and in°ection information that the
lexical form should have at translation time
after looking it up in the bilingual dictionary;
the star at the end of each restriction means
that the rest of in°ection information is not
restricted. The second bilingual entry would
be responsible of the restrictions attached to
w2 in the AT shown in ¯gure 4. That AT gen-
eralizes the rule to apply in order to propagate
the gender from the noun to the article and
the adjective, and can only be applied if the
noun (w2) is masculine in the TL (see next
section to know how ATs are applied).
spond to Spanish words; analogously, lemmas between
<r> and </r> tags correspond to Catalan words. In-
°ection information is coded through the <s> (symbol)
XML tag, the ¯rst one being the part-of-speech.
5 Generation of Apertium
structural transfer rules
This section describes the generation of Aper-
tium structural transfer rules; note, however,
that the generation of transfer rules for other
shallow-transfer MT systems would also be
feasible by following the approach presented
here.
Apertium structural transfer uses ¯nite-
state pattern matching to detect, in the usual
left-to-right, longest-match way, ¯xed-length
patterns of lexical forms to process and per-
forms the corresponding transformations. A
(generic) shallow-transfer rule consists of a
sequence of lexical forms to detect and the
transformations to apply to them.
Filtering of the alignment templates.
To decide which ATs to take into account
for the generation of rules the method is pro-
vided with a frequency count threshold. ATs
whose frequency count is below this threshold
are discarded. In the experiments we have
tested two di®erent ways of interpreting the
frequency count:
² to use directly the frequency count c, and
² to use a modi¯ed frequency count c0 =
c(1+log(l)), where l stands for the length
of the SL part of the AT.
The second approach aims at solving the
problem caused by the fact that longer ATs
have lower frequency counts but may be more
accurate as they take more context into ac-
count.10
Moreover, ATs satisfying one of the follow-
ing conditions are also discarded:
² the bilingual phrase the AT comes from
cannot be reproduced by the MT sys-
tem in which the transfer rules will be
used. This happens when the transla-
tion equivalent (in the bilingual dictio-
nary) di®ers from that in the bilingual
phrase extracted from the corpus.
10A similar approach was used by Mikheev (1996)
in his work on learning part-of-speech guessing rules
to prioritize longer su±xes over shorter ones.
² SL and TL non-lexicalized words are not
aligned.
Rules generation. In our approach, a rule
consists of a set U of ATs with the same se-
quence of SL word classes, but di®erent se-
quences of TL word classes, di®erent align-
ment information or di®erent set of TL re-
strictions. Formally this may be expressed as
follows:
U = f(Sm; Tn; A;R) 2 Z : Sm = SUg,
where Z refers to the whole set of extracted
ATs and SU to the sequence of SL word
classes all ATs z 2 U have in common.
For each set U an Apertium shallow-
transfer rule matching the sequence of SL
word classes SU is generated; that rule con-
sists of code applying (see below) always the
most frequent AT z = (Sm; Tn; A;R) 2 U that
satis¯es the TL restrictions R. A \default"
AT, which translates word for word, is always
added with the lowest frequency count. This
AT has no TL restrictions and is the one ap-
plied when none of the rest can be applied
because their TL restrictions are not met.
Code generated for each alignment tem-
plate. Code is generated by following the
order speci¯ed by the TL part Tn of the AT.
The generated code for each unit in Tn de-
pends on the type of its word class:
² if the word class corresponds to a non-
lexicalized word, code is generated to
get the translation of the lemma of
the aligned SL (non-lexicalized) word by
looking it up in the bilingual dictionary,
and to attach to the translated lemma
the part-of-speech and in°ection informa-
tion provided by the TL word class;
² if the word class corresponds to a lexical-
ized word, it is introduced as is; remem-
ber that word classes belonging to lexical-
ized words store complete lexical forms
consisting of lemma, part-of-speech and
in°ection information.
Note that the information about SL lexical-
ized words is not taken into account when
generating the code for a given AT.
Lang. # sent. # words
es 100 834 1 952 317
ca 100 834 2 032 925
Table 1: Number of sentences and words in the
Spanish{Catalan parallel corpus used for training.
Example of AT application. The follow-
ing example illustrates how the AT shown
in ¯gure 3 would be applied to trans-
late from Spanish to Catalan the input
text vivieron en Francia.11 This text seg-
ment, after morphological analysis and part-
of-speech tagging, is transformed by the
MT engine into the intermediate represen-
tation vivir-(verb.pret.3rd.pl) en-(pr)
Francia-(noun.loc), which becomes the in-
put to the structural transfer module.
The AT is applied in the order speci¯ed
in its TL part. For the word classes cor-
responding to non-lexicalized words, the
aligned SL words are translated into TL
(Catalan) by looking them up in the bilingual
dictionary: vivir is translated as viure and
Francia is translated as Fran»ca. Then, the
in°ection information provided by the TL
part of the AT (see ¯gure 3) is attached
to each translated lemma. Finally, word
classes corresponding to lexicalized words
are just copied to the output as they appear
in the TL part of the AT. For the running
example the structural transfer output
would be: anar-(vaux.pres.3rd.pl)
viure-(verb.inf) a-(pr)
Fran»ca-(noun.loc), which the genera-
tion module would transform into the
Catalan phrase van viure a Fran»ca.
6 Experiments
Task. We have tested our approach on both
translation directions of the Spanish{Catalan
(es-ca) language pair.12 Table 1 shows the
number of sentences and words in the train-
ing parallel corpus; this corpus comes from El
11Translated into English as They lived in France.
12All linguistic data used can be freely downloaded
from http://sourceforge.net/projects/apertium,
package apertium-es-ca-1.0.2 .
Trans. dir. Eval. corpus # words
es-ca post-edit 10 066
parallel 13 147
ca-es post-edit 10 024
parallel 13 686
Table 2: Number of words of the two di®erent cor-
pora (see section 6) used for evaluation for each trans-
lation direction.
Peri¶odico de Catalunya,13 a daily newspaper
published both in Catalan and Spanish.
The de¯nition of word classes is performed
by considering a small set with around 8 lex-
icalized categories (see section 4.1) for each
language. The most common lexicalized cat-
egories are: prepositions, pronouns, deter-
miners, subordinate conjunctions, relatives,
modal verbs and auxiliary verbs. Remember
from section 4.1 that only categories usually
involved in lexical changes are lexicalized.
Evaluation. The performance of the pre-
sented approach is compared to that of the
same MT system when no transfer rules are
used at all (word-for-word MT), and that of
using hand-coded transfer rules. To that end
we calculate the word error rate (WER) com-
puted as the word-level edit distance (Lev-
enshtein, 1965) between the translation per-
formed by the MT system for a given setup
and a reference translation divided by the
number of words in the evaluated translation.
Table 2 shows the number of words of the
di®erent corpora used form evaluation. Note
that two di®erent evaluation corpora have
been used, one (post-edit) in which the ref-
erence translation is a post-edited (corrected)
version of the MT performed when using
hand-coded transfer rules, and another (par-
allel) in which the text to translate and the
reference translation come from a parallel cor-
pus analogous to the one used for training.
Results. Table 3 shows the results achieved
for each translation direction and evaluation
corpus. The error rates reported are: (a) the
results of a word-for-word translation (when
no structural transformations are applied),
13http://www.elperiodico.com
Trans. dir. Eval. corpus No rules AT count AT log Hand
es-ca post-edit 12.6 % 8.6 % 8.5 % 6.7 %
parallel 26.6 % 20.4 % 20.4 % 20.8 %
ca-es post-edit 11.6 % 8.1 % 8.1 % 6.5 %
parallel 19.3 % 15.0 % 14.9 % 14.5 %
Table 3: Word error rate (WER) for each translation direction and evaluation corpus. The error rates reported
are (from left to right): the result when no transfer rules are used, the best result achieved when the count is
used directly when discarding infrequent ATs (AT count), the best result achieved when a modi¯ed frequency
count is used when discarding infrequent ATs (AT log, see section 5), and the results achieved when hand-coded
transfer rules are used.
(b) the results when the frequency count is
directly used to discard infrequent ATs, (c)
the results when a modi¯ed frequency count
(see section 5) is used to discard infrequent
ATs, and (d) the results achieved when us-
ing hand-coded transfer rules; in all cases the
same linguistic data (morphological and bilin-
gual dictionaries) were used.
As can be seen, when evaluating via a post-
edited translation, handcrafted rules perform
better than our method; however, they give
comparable results when using a evaluation
corpus similar to the one used for training.
This result suggests, on the one hand, that
our training method produces text of the same
style of that used for training and, on the
other hand, that even though they \learn" the
style of the training corpus, the translation
quality for other texts is quite good. Note
that the post-edited translation used as refer-
ence is a corrected version of a MT performed
with the same handcrafted rules; therefore,
this evaluation is slightly biased towards the
system using handcrafted rules.
Finally, note that both criteria used to dis-
card infrequent ATs (see section 5) give com-
parable results for both translation directions.
This may be explained by the fact that, on the
one hand, rules that do not apply any AT (be-
cause of TL restrictions not being met) per-
form a word-for-word translation, and on the
other hand, rules with longer ATs have more
restrictions to check and, therefore, they are
more likely to eventually perform a word-for-
word translation.
7 Discussion
In this paper the generation of shallow-
transfer rules from statistically-inferred align-
ment templates (ATs) has been tested. To
this end, little linguistic information, in addi-
tion to the linguistic data used by the MT en-
gine, has been used in order to learn, not only
syntactic changes, but also lexical changes to
apply when translating SL into TL. This lin-
guistic information consists of a small set of
lexical categories involved in lexical changes
(prepositions, pronouns, etc.) and can be eas-
ily provided.
The method presented has been tested us-
ing an existing open-source shallow-transfer
MT system. The performance of the system
when using the automatically generated rules
has been compared to that of a word-for-word
translation (when no structural transforma-
tions are applied) and that obtained using
hand-coded transfer rules. In all cases, there
is a signi¯cant improvement in the translation
quality as compared to word-for-word trans-
lation. Furthermore, the translation qual-
ity is very close to that achieved when using
hand-coded transfer rules, being comparable
in some cases.
Finally, we plan to improve the generated
rules so that they apply shorter ATs in-
side the same rule when none of the longer
ATs can be applied because of TL restric-
tions not being met. This gradual \back-
o®" code in rules would avoid falling back
straight into word-for-word translation as it
is done now. We also plan to test the pre-
sented method with other Apertium-based
linguistic packages. Preliminary results on
the Spanish{Portuguese language pair show
results in agreement to those provided in this
paper when evaluating through a parallel cor-
pus.
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